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About This Game

The battle between humans and the devil was a very long time. The victory was for the humanity many years ago. The sectarians
tried to summon Satan, but it was in vain. But in the last battle he promised to come back ....

The main character is a plain guy. What side will he decide to accept? Will he want to remain faithful to God or take the power
...

Key feature -

Partly non-linear progression

Huge world

Sandbox,no one's stopping you do what you want

there are several various of endings

unforgettable adventures

many moral choices
and a possibility to

visit hell and heaven
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honestly, this could have been a flash game. It's entertaining but there's very little substance to it so it feels more like a time
waster than an actual game. It'd be worth it if it was on cool math games for free or
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but not worth paying money for it.. Good game I really liked it. Caught this on
sale for like 2 bucks, watched the trailer and picked it up. If youre too stupid to watch the traile "Funk of Titans" is a "runner"
type game with an absurd Funk themed version of ancient Greece. I had fun with it, and likely would have had just as much ful
at the regular price. controls were smooth, controller support was good, and generally just fun and easy to pick up like a good
casual game should be with a decent amount of rather silly unlockables. Totally worth my money.. For a free game, this is
golden.

The controls take a bit of time time to get used to. Personally I have rebinded practically every key to make maneuvering easier
since the original binds are all over the place. The tutorial is extremely basic so you'll need to do a lot of experiments to figure
out the best way for you to play. You will not become a galactic emperor on your first try.

Other than that it's really fun to get into. Lots of ships with differing strengths. Lots of outfits to try out. Many many many jobs
to take. There is a storyline but it's mostly in the background and you're not even a main protagonist if anything just a little helper
minion with selfish standards. A little tip, check the space port every time you land if you want to see what's on in the galactic
affairs.

The developer seems to pump out updates every few months or so with new content in each one so even if you get bored you could
check back later to see if it's worth it to jump in again.

8\/10 for now. Definitley worth $3.99. It's a fun game to play while you wait for a bigger title to come out. I found the story to be
really entertaining, with tough choices and characters that you actually care about. Recommended!. The game has huge potential
and great devs team
10 cosmic rabbits out of 10. massively glitched out and broken, has been since it was released. i managed to get all the way to the
end with minimal fuss before it bugged out and i could no longer even finish. glad i got this in a bundle and didn't actually buy it
cause it isn't worth the dollar i paid, let alone 10 bucks

straight up avoid this company, they dont fix♥♥♥♥♥♥and dont respond either. made a tech issue thread that never answered
anything, not to mention deleting 8 pages worth of peoples complaints

usually i go through this kinda♥♥♥♥♥♥just for achievements and then delete the game and never consider it again, but honestly
this isn't even worth that kind of attention. puzzles are glitchy and touchy as all hell, hogs are often broken with at least one item
being close to impossible to find, and even if you click on the correct item, it doesn't always work. the achievement are broken too,
and it's only because of a random person that i even got mine to work

eat 4 giant♥♥♥♥♥♥♥mumbo jumbo. It's a really fun game, but it crashes at times and has a few bugs. It's still playable, but I
would wait for a sale to buy it until it's fixed.. AN AMAZING GAME!
This game is so funny while being kinda a dark phycological horror game where you rub and suck a stick of butter. Yeah I know,
SCARY. I was expecting a jump scare half the time.

9/10
gripes: controls are different but they worked and also I beat the game in 2 hours. decent story, excellent voice acting.

waaay meta
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i had a nice trip in electric city. whats the key to save the game? i couldnt find it lol. The story of the game revolves around a
tragic backstory that forces Death to quit her duties. This traps everyone in a dreamworld where there is no escape and only in
Death can you wake up to the real world. This shows the consequences of immortality. You may be immortal, but you're not
invincible. People can hurt themselves in tremendous ways and suffer horribly afterwards. Which is why it is important for you
to take a journey through this dreamworld to find out what happened that made Death quit and convince her why it's necessary
to come back. Your actions, either good or evil, in the dreamworld do have their rewards and consequences. They can alter the
dreamworld into a nightmare or keep it a pleasant place to be, create monsters that may attack you or create allies that may
help.. I've bought this program nearly a week ago despite all the bad reviews. This program works well with all my peripherals
connected to my Steam Link, namely an unbranded keyboard, a Razer Naga and a Thrustmaster Y-300CPX gaming headset.
They all, and the headset and the mic in particular, definitely works each and every time I boot my Link.
Of course it's unforgivable that this service isn't offered by Valve out of the box. But I can't stress enough that this program
delivers its promise.. Works really good
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